
Krav Maga Universal
Women’s Self Protection

A time of change is upon us and women are
speaking out and standing up. This collective
assertiveness makes each individual voice
stronger. It is with this in mind that we at Krav Maga Universal want to
steer away from just self-defense and incorporate awareness, confidence,
opinion, assertiveness, inner and outer strength, mindset, tactics and the
true empowerment of Self-Protection. Self-Protection is Pro-Active not
reactive, it’s about protecting yourself from all kinds of dangers not just
physical attacks. It’s about standing up for yourself and taking control.
Women are making self-protection a greater priority and speaking out
about it. According to statistics every two minutes a woman in America is
raped, and one out of four women will be the victim of a violent crime.
Having heard so many stories of sexual abuse from survivors opens our
eyes to the fact that it has and can happen to anyone. The more informed
you are, the better prepared you will be in the event you are targeted by
a predator. By empowering yourself with knowledge, your fear will not
escalate, it will diminish.

“No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.”

– Eleanor Roosevelt
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

610-459-1933 OR GO TO

WWW.KIRKSKRAVMAGA.COM

Krav Maga
 

Krav Maga was designed by the Israeli
Military to be extremely effective and easy
to learn for people of all ages both male
and female. The Israeli Military was the

pioneer in having women serve alongside
men in the military and combat. Krav Maga
was designed as a military self-defense

system pure and simple.

#METOO Movement Philosophy
Translates into Self-Protection
Your opinion matters and you can make a
difference! Help others by showing that
you stand up for yourself. Have an open
dialogue with others where they can tell
you anything without judgement and help
them understand that they matter, their
feelings matter, they are worth protecting,
and that it is ok to speak your mind and be
assertive.
Be a true friend that listens and helps your
friends. Go out with friends and come back
with friends. Lift each other up, help each
other stand up for themselves and stand up
for each other.
Make a scene if you have to. If people are
around describe them and tell them to
help.
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DEVELOP A SURVIVAL MINDSET
 

Survival is the key word here, you must do whatever it takes to survive.

Tell yourself that you will go home tonight and you will do whatever it

takes to make this happen. Developing this type of mindset is not that

difficult with proper instruction and training. It’s like building any muscle

in your body, start off slowly and then increase the resistance.

Be confident! If you don’t feel it then start by faking it, then become it.

Criminals look for easy targets. Criminals will look for unsuspecting,

weak, quiet, vulnerable people or victims.

� Walk with confidence,

� Make eye contact,

� Keep your head up,

� Confidence goes a long way in self-protection.

If and when you need to protect yourself you need to commit 100% to

change the predator-prey mindset of your attacker. Make them worry

about injury to themselves and not about hurting you. Do not hesitate.

Do anything you can to get away. Develop your mindset through training.

How far will you go to protect yourself and loved ones? No one has the

right to hurt you or your loved ones

 

Preparing for a violent attack is no different than preparing for any other

emergency and not being prepared can cost you your life. In the book

You Are Not So Smart, author David McRaney tells the story of a couple

who survived a large plane crash. The husband had mentally prepared

for the emergency and was therefore able to quickly take action during

the few moments between the plane hitting the ground and the

explosion that followed, while his wife and the rest of the passengers

were frozen by fear. He grabbed his wife’s hand and ran for safety, as

everyone else sat in their seats unable to process the reality of the plane

crash. By simply opening himself up to the possibility of danger, the man

empowered himself to take action when the “unthinkable” happened.

Run through different scenarios in your head and how you would

respond to them. What would you do if someone were attempting to

rape, kidnap, rob, or sexually assault you? By mentally preparing

yourself, you will be less likely to become frozen by fear and will be able

to defend yourself if the “unthinkable” were to happen.

_____________________________________________________

"Feminism isn't about making women strong.

Women are already strong. It's about changing the way the world

perceives that strength." —G.D. Anderson

FOLLOW YOUR INTUITION
 

Gavin DeBecker in his book “The Gift of Fear”:
 
“Intuition is always right in at least two
important ways:
It is always in response to something.
It always has your best interest at heart.”
 
The best weapon you have is your sixthsense.
Although every animal is born with survival
instincts, humans also have the
ability to add judgment and everyday
experience to our base intuition. If we can’t
explain our “gut feeling” in a logical way, we
tend to brush it off as paranoia. By trusting
your intuition, you will be able to learn the
difference between real fear and worry. If
you have a sense of foreboding, don’t
second guess yourself. It is better to be safe
than to ignore your instincts and become
the victim of a violent crime.

“What you do makes a difference, and you
have to decide what kind of difference you

want to make.” – Jane Goodall
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"There is no limit to what we, as women, can
accomplish." —Michelle Obama

• Every 98 seconds, an American is sexually
assaulted
• 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 6 boys will be sexually
abused before they turn 18
• 82% of victims under the age of 18 are
female
• Females age 16 to 19 are four times more
likely than the general population to be
victims of rape, attempted rape, or sexual
assault
• 21% of TGQN (transgender, genderqueer,
nonconforming) college students have been
sexually assaulted, compared to 18% of
nonTGQN females, and 4% of non-TGQN
male
• 11.2% of all students experience rape or
sexual assault through physical force,
violence or incapacitation (among all
graduate and undergraduate students)
__________________________________
“Young girls are taught to not see, and
instead to "make pretty" all manner of
grotesqueries whether they are lovely or
not...This early training to "be nice" causes
women to override their intuitions. In that
sense, they are actually purposefully taught
to submit to the predator”.
- Clarissa Pinkola-Estes,
“Women Who Run with the
Wolves”

HAVE A PLAN
Take a basic self-defense course and continue to periodically practice

and think about the information and principles you learn and use mental

imagery to plan a strategy for different scenarios. By contemplating

threatening situations in this way, you are training your body and mind

to act from a place of power instead of weakness and paranoia. This does

not take a lot of your time, you should schedule 30 minutes monthly to

review this guide and practice and think about the principles taught. This

means knowing what you are going to do before you are faced with this

scenario. If you look tough, if you know what you are going to say and

what you are going to do, you have a plan. And it doesn't need to be

sophisticated. In fact, the simpler the better. But you must have a plan.

Have a plan! What is the first thing you would do if someone made you

feel uncomfortable? Invaded your personal space? Threatened you?

Grabbed you? What would you do? What would you do if someone were

to attack you or your loved ones? Take a second and think on how you

would react if someone were to grab you and try to put you into a car.

What would you do? What if a criminal held you at gunpoint? How would

you react? Think of different scenarios and decide how far you will go to

defend yourself and your loved ones.

 

Having a plan enables you to react rapidly to a situation. It cuts down on

the decision making process and helps prevent you from freezing up. In

fact if you rehearse mentally how you would handle attacks, you will find

that it drastically cuts your reaction time. The mind doesn’t know the

difference between fantasy and reality, so if you run through scenarios

in your mind and something happens your mind thinks it has already

been through this and reacts accordingly.

 

Know when your “when” is. When would you create space? Or run? Or

yell? Or fight back or strike first? Again this takes away some of the

decision process and will help you react quickly to an assault.

 

Plan. Plan. Plan. The first answer that comes to your mind is “Don’t be

there”, then perhaps “escape” or “run away”. Now you are starting to

plan. At what point would you try and talk your way out, scream to get

attention or fight? Now your plan is starting to take shape. What would

you do if an attacker tried to take you to a secondary crime scene or

somewhere other than initial place of contact?

_____________________________________________________

“With each generation, women’s ability to live the lives they choose

reaches a place their grandmothers never thought possible. But that

doesn’t mean everything is perfect or that our work is finished.”

– Cathy McMorris Rodgers
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Awareness should always be your major

weapon
Don’t get hyper focused talking on your

phone or listening to your iPod when you’re
alone in a public place. Pay attention to
what’s going on around you. If you think

someone is following you, cross the street or
step into a store. If that isn’t possible, make
eye contact. By being unafraid, you show
that you will stand up for yourself and fight
back if attacked. You can also now identify

this person in a line up and this makes you a
less desirable target. Predators are very

cunning and want to avoid as many risks as
possible.

______________________
Setting boundaries is almost

always uncomfortable &
inconvenient

______________________
 
 

CONSENT
Consent is when someone agrees, gives

permission, or says "yes" to sexual activity
with other persons. Consent is always freely

given and all people in a sexual situation
must feel that they are able to say "yes" or
"no" or stop the sexual activity at any point.
Consent can be withdrawn by either party at
any point. Consent to engage in one sexual
activity, or past agreement to engage in a

particular sexual activity, cannot be
presumed to constitute consent to engage in
a different sexual activity or to engage again

in a sexual activity. Consent cannot be
validly given by a person who is

incapacitated.

PROJECT EMPOWERMENT BECOME

POWERFUL

 
Predators go through a

victim selection process.

Self-protection begins with

not thinking of yourself as a

victim. Crime victims are

frequently chosen because

they are easy targets.

Criminals prey on the weak

or unsuspecting, and usually

avoid people who are aware of

what's going on and might put

up a fight. Look people in the eye

out in public, keep your head up, and walk with a confident stride. This tells the

predator that you are more likely to see him coming and resist. Without the element

of surprise, they will likely pass you up for someone who'll put up less of a fight. Self-

esteem and confidence are the building blocks of self-protection. You must believe

that you are worth fighting for, that you are a unique and worthwhile person. Respect

yourself, and others will respect you. You have the strength to live your life any way

you choose. No one has the right to touch you without your consent. No one has the

right to hurt you. Always remember that your greatest allies are lights, people and

noise. These are the three things that criminals fear most, because they increase the

likelihood that they will be seen or caught. Whenever possible travel in groups and in

open, populated areas - especially at night.

 

Some things predators look for are: women with ponytails, braids or long hair that

can easily be grabbed. A woman who is distracted is also an easy target. You can

make yourself a harder target by controlling your accessibility, setting and

circumstance. Stay in areas with more people, walk with confidence and purpose,

don’t be distracted by looking through your purse or have your hands full of bags.

Sometimes just looking like someone who is not to be messed with can deter a would

be attacker.

“Self-Defense is not just a set of

techniques; it’s a state of mind, and it

begins with the belief that you are worth

defending”

- Rorion Gracie

________________

________________
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USE YOUR CELL PHONE AS A
SELF PROTECTION TOOL

Use your cellphone like a weapon/tool for
your own safety. Be on the phone with

someone telling them where you are and
describing everything that makes you
scared/nervous. Make sure somebody

knows your last location.
If you go out with somebody…..who of

your
family or friends knows that person. (6

degrees of separation.) A friend or family
member that knows that person or where
they live or college frat/sorority affiliation.

Suggested Phone Apps:
• Mayday Safety

• Noonlight
• bSafe

• GuardianX
• SOS 2 Alert
• PAN!CAP
• OnWatch

________________________________
SURVIVE

There is only one rule if you are attacked.
You must survive. You have to do

everything
you can: scream, scratch, bite, hit or kick,
attack with a common object, do all that is

needed to end the threat or to have
enough

time to escape. The ability to act, stay
calm,

deal with stress and adrenaline are very
important and come with training.

Assertiveness is a learned behavior.
Training

can build this, work on the escalation and
build up, not just self-defense techniques

Why would you scratch an attacker’s face?
It

is quicker to I.D. person, scratches are
hard

to hide, skin tissue under your nails will
help

with a positive I.D, and it SHOWS YOU
VIOLENTLY OBJECTED TO THE ATTEMPT!

ATTENTION TO DETAIL:

COMMON PREDATOR BEHAVIORS
Realize that 99.9% of people have no intent of harming you; the rare few
who do want to harm you will usually give signals. Most attackers don’t begin
with brutal force. They begin by coaxing a woman into a secluded area and
forcing her to relinquish her control. In his book The Gift of Fear, Gavin de
Becker calls these signals Pre Incident Indicators (P.I.N.S.).
According to the book, not only will your instincts help you avoid
dangerous situations, but you can also determine someone’s intent by
knowing what to look for.
 
These are the P.I.N.S. to look for, and examples of each:
 
• Forced Teaming: When someone tries to pretend he has something in
common or is in the same predicament as you when it isn’t true. (“Let
me help you with those bags of groceries. We don’t want that ice cream
to melt.”)
• Charm: Being polite and nice to manipulate someone. (“I can’t let you
carry all these bags by yourself. Let me help you get them inside.”)
• Too Many Details: If someone is lying they add excessive details to
make them seem more credible. (“I’m going to your floor anyway. I’m
meeting a friend, but I’m running late – my watch stopped working. So,
we need to hurry. Come on. We have a hungry cat waiting for this cat
food.”)
• Typecasting: An insult to get you to talk to someone you otherwise
wouldn’t. (“There is such a thing as being too proud. Now stop being silly
and hand me another bag.”)
• Loan Sharking: Giving unsolicited help and expecting favors in return.
(“I’ve carried your groceries up four flights of stairs; just let me put them
on the counter.”)
• Unsolicited Promise: A promise to do (or not to do) something when
no such promise was asked for; this usually means the promise will be
broken. (“You can leave the door open, I’ll leave as soon as I put the bags
down, I promise.”)
• Discounting the word “no”: Refusing to accept rejection.
During the entire grocery bag incident, the woman repeatedly told the
strange man that she didn’t want his help, but he ignored every “no”.
She gave him control of the situation and was raped for three hours. 
 
The full story can be found in book, The Gift of Fear. The book also
emphasizes that “no” is a complete sentence and requires no further
explanation. 

 
.
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SECONDARY LOCATIONS
Do whatever you have to do to prevent
getting taken to a second location. Predators
need to get you away from people and to a
location
where
they are
less likely
to get
caught.
Even if
someone
has a gun
pointed
at you,
there is
still a chance to get away. He isn’t going to
shoot you with several witnesses around.
His plan is to have a quiet, uninterrupted
assault, not to go to jail. If he points a gun at
you from a distance, run. In the unlikely
event that he does shoot, the chances of him
hitting you are slim, and the chances of him
hitting a vital organ are even less likely.
Although you run the risk of injury, if you are
taken to a second location, you are
guaranteed injury or even death.
The notorious mass murderers Bundy, Gacy
and Dahmer took people to what we call a
secondary crime scene, someplace other
than the initial place of confrontation. It is
the most deadly piece of ground. And they
took their victims in cars. You cannot allow
this to happen. He's counting on your
cooperation and he knows you want to
believe his lies. If he wants to take you into
a car, or down an alley, you do not go. Ever!
_______________________________
Suggested TED Talks:
Teach Girls Bravery, Not Perfection,
Reshma Saujani
The Paradox of Violence, 
Tim Larkin
The difference between healthy and
unhealthy love, 
Katie Hood
 

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO FIGHT
 

Don’t be afraid to fight if you feel threatened in any way. A decent person

won’t approach a woman in a place that she would feel vulnerable,

especially after she yells for him to stop. Statistics show that women who

don’t resist are more likely to be assaulted and sustain more serious

injuries than women who fight back. When under attack, adopt the

Cobra Kai code “Strike first! Strike hard! Strike fast! No mercy!” Don’t

wait for things to escalate. Your goal is not to stay and fight; it is to break

away from your attacker so you can run for help. Don’t fight like a dog to

win, fight like a cat to get away.

This is hard for some women because they have been conditioned to be

nice. UNWASHING THE BRAIN: Women are conditioned (read:

brainwashed) from birth that they cannot beat a male in a fight due to

his superior physical prowess. This conditioning comes about through

movies and fairy tales. Strong men are always rescuing weak females,

women are always being stalked by men.

� Ted Bundy, one of America’s most notorious serial killers

regularly posed as an accident victim to elicit sympathy from his

victims.

� The only person to escape the LA Stalker during his reign of

terror was a woman who bit, and nearly severed, the tips of one

of his fingers.

� The only women who escaped the Boston Strangler put up a

fight.

 

Your first priority is escape. You must react quickly. So try to anticipate

dangerous situations in advance (such as walking to your car at night)

and prepare yourself to take quick action.

Almost anything can be a weapon.

When attacked...attack back: One of the most important tenets of Krav

Maga is attack the attack, when attacked - you must attack back! You

need to make your attacker worry about their own safety, instead of how

they're going to hurt you. In an extreme situation, you may have to be

vicious.

The element of surprise: Second to awareness, surprise is perhaps the

most important element of effective self-defense. Using it to your

advantage can give you a devastating edge in a confrontation. The

number of deceptive counterattacks is limited only by your imagination.

For example, you might pretend to be passive, by appearing to submit to

your assailants wishes, only to attack them when they least expect it. You

might also try to talk to your attacker, then suddenly throw something

at their face - and run. In any case, it will be your ability to stay as calm

as possible, while you keep thinking, that will make the difference.
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PERMISSION
 

Sometimes I ask, “Why didn’t you…?” Reach
for a weapon, use a preemptive strike, run,

call for help….
 

And the student says, “I didn’t know I could.”
For the longest time I assumed that meant the

student had never considered it or didn’t
know how… It didn’t occur to me that they

thought it might be forbidden.
 

These are things that should never need to be
said but still must, because there is power in

the words:
 

• You have permission to defend yourself.
 

• You have permission to be rude.
 

• You have permission to survive, no matter
what.

 
• You have permission to act when the scary
man reaches for his belt. You do not need to

wait until he draws the weapon or until he
points it at you, or until he hurts you. You

have permission to act.
 

• You have permission to beat me, even if I
wear a black belt.

 
• You have permission to become better than

the best instructor you’ve ever had.
 

• You have permission to invent something
better than I ever taught you, permission to
use it in my class, permission to use it to

defeat me, and permission to teach it to your
students.

 
• You have blanket permission to grow and

live and survive and fight and run and scream
and talk and play and laugh and learn and

experiment. You have permission to win, and
you have permission to decide what winning

is. Be amazing!
– Rory Miller

PREVENTING SEXUAL ASSAULT
 

Most women are assaulted by

someone they know and 40 percent

of the time the crime will happen in

the victims own home. Predators

rely on women’s weakness to allow

good manners to override their

survival instincts. Most women are

likely to watch out for drugs being

slipped into their drinks, and know

to not be alone with someone they

just met. However, the lines can get

fuzzy when things become intimate. Do not be afraid to say “no” or

stop at any point during an intimate encounter. You don’t need a

reason. “No” is a complete sentence, and the man should stop

immediately upon hearing it. If he doesn’t stop, he has crossed the

line into sexual assault. If he has no ill-intent toward you, and the

assault is more about him having no impulse control, you may be

able to stop the assault by saying, “Don’t rape me”. Hearing the word

“rape” may verbally shake him into reality. If, however, he continues,

you must treat him as if he were a stranger on the street and fight

with everything you have — because at that point, there is no

possibility of it being a “misunderstanding”. Facing the possibility of

being the target of a violent crime is frightening, but there’s no need

for women to live a paranoid-filled life. Although you can’t control

every situation, you can make smarter decisions, like avoiding

unnecessary risks. Learn to trust your intuition and how to defend

yourself. Make the phrase “I hit like a girl” strike fear into every

would-be rapist out there.

 

“You may not control all the events that happen to you, but you

can decide not to be reduced by them.” – Maya Angelou
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THE FEMALE COLLECTIVE
The Female Collective is a network of

women designed to improve self
protection education and instruction. 
The purpose of a collection of females

bringing multiple ideas and backgrounds
to the table is to build a solid foundation

upon which a valid and effective self
protection paradigm can be created.

 
My mission is to create a women’s self

protection curriculum based in
understanding your self worth, creating

and maintaining boundaries, and the
confidence that if needed you could

defend your life.
 

To become part of The Female Collective
send a request to join our private group on
Facebook “The Female Collective” you can

also follow Anne Kirk on Facebook or
check out: 

www.PrincipleMovement.com
____________________________________

__
TESTIMONIAL

 “You were all INCREDIBLE! Our teens
have been talking about your crew all

morning and how it was the best program
ever. Thank you for everything! Have the

best time tonight! Mazel tov!”
- Arielle Buxbaum, BBYO organization

where Anne had taught over 100 teenage
girls.

-
We offer:

� Classes for children and adults
� Private Lessons

� Seminars at our locations and yours
� Onsite training at your office or

work
� Kettlebell training

� Testing and Instructor Certifications
in Krav Maga & Women’s Self

Protection
� Firearms training and simunitions

training
� Talks for groups and organizations

ANNE KIRK - MY STORY
I received my doctorate in a profession of prevention (Physical Therapy), I have
chosen leisure activities that include building the strongest body possible
(kettlebells), as well as defending that body with deadly force (Krav Maga) if
necessary. Why? Well, I’ve been told I have a great presence of fear just under
my skin. That fear keeps me from sending my meal back if it isn’t right because I
am afraid that the waitress may think I am lying; that fear keeps me from trying
new things because I am afraid I am not going to be perfect or skilled at them; that
fear keeps me from saying no to multiple requests because I am afraid to let my
loved ones down. That fear caused me to learn how to prevent issues by
anticipating needs and build the biggest scariest wall around me that I could…that
is until I started teaching women’s self-defense classes. That fear is held at bay
when I am training with the mindset to educate others. That fear seems to
disappear when I am hitting mitts or defending a headlock and truly understanding
the principles surrounding the techniques so I can relay them to others. I am able
to say no, and defend my physical boundaries. I am not worried that my partners
think my response is a lie, in fact it scares them at times it is so real. I am able to
create unwavering boundaries to protect myself against a threat in class, and I
have been able to use that exercise in self-worth and mirror it in everyday life.
The Female Collective and Principle Movement are the biggest examples of
this. I, understanding that I do not have every answer and I may not be the best,
am putting my training, my successes, my failures, my opinions, my seminars, and
my teachings out there for the world to see and often times critique. Why? I
WANT TO LEARN! I want to teach! I want to get better! I want to end the
propaganda surrounding defending a woman’s self-worth. Teaching self-defense
needs to address the violence and fear we face internally before it can address
the violence and fear created by our outside world. Self Defense training created
an avenue for me to control my fear instead of my fear controlling me. I feel that
when taught appropriately, this could create a similar response in other women,
improving their quality of life, their social interactions, and their understanding of
who they are.
One of the biggest factors is creating a community of women is it can’t be a one
person show. One person cannot be the sole voice of a demographic that is so
varied. We need to work together to create a movement, a true change, and most
importantly a valid response to the threats women are facing. It is our differences
that actually create the biggest teaching tools.
I am a regular everyday wife and mom that needs to juggle dishes, work,
homework, a dog and a husband. It just so happens that my work is teaching selfdefense.
I have the honor to go into the community and touch thousands of lives.
One life in particular I will never forget.
I was on a roll! I was teaching 5 children’s classes a week, a weekly women’s
only self-defense class at our school, a 6 week workshop at a fitness gym the next
town over, and a 6 week course at a crisis shelter in the city. Little did I realize
how all of these opportunities would intertwine. I had never worked with women
who were so recently abused, less than 24 hours after leaving their abusive
circumstances. It was an eye opening experience. My usual self-defense
discussion was still valid however the things these women had to defend against
were not found in a Krav Maga curriculum of techniques. They were significantly
out matched, and I was out of material. I was honest with the women that I did
not know what to do in their situations, but I knew I had resources to help me figure
it out. I left and made multiple phone calls to both women and men and discussed
the situation. I returned the next week with a better understanding of where these
women were coming from and how to meet them where they were. In turn, the
women opened up to me. We worked through scenarios together, learning from
each other how to never be in that position again. We all used our fear to build
self-confidence, and recognized a portion of ourselves we hadn’t known before.
The true moment of awesomeness came when an 8th grader I was teaching at
the fitness club wrote a paper about how understanding your self-worth is the first
line of self-defense. She had heard my story of struggle teaching the women in
the crisis center while she had participated in my 6 week self-defense seminar.
She learned that she holds the key to her self-protection. The key was knowing
herself, educating herself, and listening to herself. This confidence came from
each woman I had taught, learned from, and asked questions of. This is the
Female Collective.

 
.
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SUGGESTED FURTHER READING
 

•Gift of Fear, by Gavin DeBecker

• The Fence, by Geoff Thompson

• Dead or Alive the choice is yours, by Geoff

Thompson

• Fear, the Friend of Exceptional People, by Geoff

Thompson

• Verbal Judo, the Gentle Art of Persuasion, by

George Thompson PhD and Jerry B. Jenkins

• Not an Easy Target-Paxton Quigley’s Self Protection

for Women, by Paxton Quigley

• The Danger Zone-How to Protect Yourself From

Rape, Robbery and Assault, by Patricia Harman

• Barry Eisler Self Protection Essays (Author of John

Rain Series)

• Strong on Defense-Survival Rules to Protect You

and Your Family From Crime, by Sanford Strong

• Street Survival Guide, by Rory Christensen

• When violence is the answer: learning how to do

what it takes when your life is at stake by Tim Larkin

• Situational Awareness Chris Beck

• The Truth About Self Protection, by Massad Ayoob

(Anything by Massad Ayoob is recommended!)

• Street Smarts: How To Avoid Being A Victim &

Tough Target Strategies For Being Safe, by Detective

JJ Bitenbinder

• Street Sense for Women: How to Stay Safe in a

Violent World by Louis R. Mizell, Jr.

• Women Who Run with the Wolves, Clarissa PinkolaEstes

 

 

Location:

Kirks Martial Arts and Krav Maga

1572 WIlmington Pike, West Chester, PA 19382

(610) 459-1933

www.KirksKravMaga.com

kirksmartialarts@gmail.com

 

Anne Kirk –

www.principlemovement.com

join our closed group on Facebook:

 “the Female Collective”

Instagram : Kravandcoffee

Email: Anne@principlemovement.com

Follow me on Facebook

“Due to the cultural expectation that women be courteous, kind,
and accommodating...and that their intuitive abilities have been
deemed as “overly emotional” and “irrational” because they are
not steeped in logic...this sets them up for an even greater deficit
when it comes to staying safe in the event that they are
encountering a potentially violent individual or situation. In
training, we can help to reinforce the benefit of this skill, to help
enhance this intuitive voice, which can not only empower
women’s confidence but in turn help to keep them safer. I often
feel that women’s intuition is so strong to make up for the
difference in size and strength of men”.
- Greta Hotmer, KMU Black Belt Paper
_____________________________________
 

Anne Kirk

Director of the Women's Self Protection
 for Krav Maga Universal
• Certified Krav Maga Instructor
 through Krav Maga Universal
• Wingate Institute of Sport
 in Israel Graduate
• Krav Maga Black Belt
• Doctorate in Physical Therapy 
from Temple University in 2010
• Certified Strong First 
Kettlebell Instructor
• Personal Trainer
• Teaches Women's Empowerment 
Classes at the Domestic Violence Center 
of Chester County
• Conducts free Women's Self Protection
 seminars for the community on a 
monthly basis.
� Has also worked with local and state 
police departments and US military.

 
Ernie Kirk
President of Krav Maga
Universal.
• U.S. Representative for Krav
Maga from Wingate Institute,
Netanya Israel (Birthplace of
Krav Maga).
• 5th Degree Black Belt in
Krav Maga
• Lead Instructor through
DoD for pre-deployment training
for USAF Joint Base M/D/L and
USAF Special Operations Flight 
Deck Denial.


